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Foreword

The report which follows constitutes one o[ nine Climate Change Preparatory Mission Studies of
individual Pacific I.sland countries solicited by t,he South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme.

Task team members wcre identified and the terms of reference for the studies were established in
mid-October l99l and the Letter of Understanding, constituting the formal agreement between
both partics, was transmitted at the end of November.

Initial plans were macle to undcrtake thc mission to Tonga in early February 1992. However, the
Tonga task team was advised by SPREP in latc January that specific terms of reference applied
to this mission. These term-q of reference were to be obtaincd directly from Tonga. Prior
commitments on the part of the concerned Tongan government representatives resulted in
furthcr delays. It was finally agrecd to undertake the mission on March 4th-1zth, an in-depth
sl,utly bcing propo.sctl lor Nuku'alofa as a spccific componcnt of the l,crms of reference.

No furthcr mantlate was forthcoming and it was agreed, on arrival in Tonga and following
rli.ssus$it. with the Tongan governme.nt reprcsentatives who received the task team, to follow the
gcncral term-q of reference for lrraparatory mis-sion.s while con.sidering the possibilil,y of conducting
sil,c-spccific stutlies on three low-lying arcas of Tongat,apu: Kanokupolu-Kolovai, Sopu-Popua and
the I'-anga 'Uta lagoon area. In thc absence of the government officials who had initially
rccommcntlcd to SPRDP that some sit,e-spocific -qturlic.s be conductetl, following a visit to the three
si[es, anrl after lurl,hcr di.scu.qsion with those olficials receiving tlre task team, it was finally
rlccitlerl l,o re-sl,rict our cnquiry l,o the gcneral terms of rcferenee of the mission.

'l'his succession of unforl,unate events re-sulted in thc entirc study bcing conrluctcd tluring a

;reriotl at which both task t,eam mcmbers werr-. cngagccl in fulltime teaching. This meanl
inevitable delays in t,lrc prorluction of thc final rcport. lt is sincerely hoped that its quality and
pol,ential utility to both tlrc Government of Tonga anrl the South Pacific Regional Environment
l)rogramme will more t.han compensal,c lor l.hc rlifficulties encountered.
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Introduction

Irrespective of which part of the world one lives in, the environment now figures highty on most
national agendas, be they economic, political or social, and among the many environmental
issues, one dominates. Global climate change hangs over all of us like the sword of Damocles,
alarming because of the enormous scale of the phenomenon, our inability to delineate its exact
configuration, and our apparent incapacity to check its course.

In the Pacific the prospects of climate change and attendant sea-level rise are particularly
alarming. The sea is omnipresent. Several countries are composed exclusively of atolls whose
maximum height nowhere exceeds five metres above sea level, while elsewhere populations and
resources are concentrated almost exclusively in the coastal zone. In addition, tropical cyclones,
tsunamis and storm surges already pose serious threats to many islands. And all these act on
what are, from the outset, extremely fragile ecosystems. In other words, Pacific Island countries
are, by definition, extremely vulnerable in the face of predicted changes.

This vulnerability is compounded by a sen-se of powerlessness in the face of the challenge. Which,
if any, of the small - often micro - states have the means to meet the challenge of glollal climate
change? Is it, incleed, humanly possible for any state to counter the process? And added to the
powerlessness, there is a sentiment of confusecl frustration and anger at having to face up to
environmental changes which have been generated by the actions of other (rich, industrialised)
states located in distant parts of the worlcl.

The importance of environmental issues for almost a decade has meant that many national and
regional studies have already addressed, in part or in whole, the subject of climate change,
thereby covering much of the ground identified in the terms of reference for this study. Tonga is
no exception. The following studies are particularly relevant, as they address a number of the
issues in much greater clepth than the present report:

O Tongu A Coun.try Profile, Washington, D.C.: Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance, Agency for
International Development. 1986. 52pp.

O En,uironmental, ilIanogenrcnt Plnn of the lii,ngdom of Tonga, Bangkok: Economic and Social
Commission lor Asia ancl the Pacific. lgg0. lg7pp.

O Nationol Report of th.e liingd.ont of Tonga to t,he United Notions Conference on Enuironment
and Deuel.opmenl, Nuku'alofa: Government of Tonga. l99l. 54pp.

O liingdnm of Tonga, Sirt,h, Deuel,opnrcn,t PIan, 1991-1995, Nuku'alofa: Central Planning
Department. 1991. 33lpp.

It is recommenclecl tlrat these be essential reacling to complement the present -study.



One other introcluctory observat.ion need.s to be matlc. 'l'he abovc, and most other country reports

on Tonga, provide a formal goographic, clemograllhic antl economic portrait of the country. The

informalion varie.* litl,le from s11e r{rl)ort l,o anothcr. Cognizant of this fact, ancl to the extent that
it has been found to be accurlte, we have limit,ctl ourselves to a summary treatment of thesc

topics in the following pages, uprlating them where a1ll:ropriate, with new information. We have

al.*o endeavoured to summarise the nrlevant scientilic material on climate change, information
which is increasingly almost exponentially in volume and becoming more and more refined in
terms of interpretation anrl precliction.

Thi.q learls us to the essence of thi-q report. Rather than belabour the reader with what is already
widely known and readily available in ol,her documents, we have sought, whercver possible, to

acldress novel and Tonga-specific dimen.qion.q and issue*s rclated to climate change as they were

brought to our attention durirrg the mis-qion. We have acltled to these our own reflections on what
we learned. In so cloing, we- hope to complement rather than duplicate the other national
environmental -studies antl, inrteerl, the other country reports produced according to the same

terms of reference. We feel -quch an at)l)roach is renrlcred all the more allpropriate given the fact

that Tonga differs in a nr,rmbcr of imltort,ant reslttrct,s from several of tha other countrics:

l. The country comprises an unusually tlivcrse mix of botlr high antl low islantls.

2. It is located towarfls the southern limits of t,he tropic-s, the capital Nuku'alofa be ing situated
on latitude 21.09oS.

3. It is situatecl in a region of considerable cyclonic activity.

4. Although Tonga is legally a const.itutional democracy, effective authority is wielded by the

sovereign through a-privy council, all of whose members are nobles appointed by the
monarch.

5. The country's population in terms of size at least is, to all intents and purposes, stable'

Taken together, these characteristics result in a slightly different assessment of the likely effects

of climate change on the Kingclom of Tonga compared to most other island nations in the Pacific-

At the same time, they in no -sense moclify the primary purpose of the study, to provide a g-eneral

review of the nature anrl long term implications of climate change ancl sca level rise for the

country.
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1, Geographical Context

1.1 Location and physical character
The Kingdom of Tonga in the South Pacific has a lancl area of 668 km2 distributed among some
169 islands between latitudes lSoS and 23.5oS and longitudes 173oW and l77oW. Nearly half
the land area is on Tongatapu island, where most of Tonga's people reside.

The islands of Tonga are eithor volcanic or of limestone composition. Limestone islands rise
exclusively from the Tonga Ridgc. Most volcanic islands rise from the Tofua Ridge. As shown in
Figure l, the distribution of these islancls correlates woll with their composition.

The volcanic islands from 'Ata in the south to Tafahi in the north are mostly active and rise from
the Tofua Ridge. Unclerwater volcanic activity along the Tofua Ridge is common and occasionally
results in the appoarance of islancls, which selrlom endure more than a few day-s above the sea
surface: Fonuafo'ou (Falcon Island) and l-ate'iki (Metis Shoal) are two which have been studied
(Charlton, 1941; Melson et al., 1970). By analogy with active volcanic island arcs elsewhere, it
would seem probable that the Tofua Rirlge is growing through volcanic accretion at the present
time and, while there may be local subsirlcnce in timc anrl spaco, the long-tcrm tectonic trend is a
rising one.

Tlre fact that the volcanic islands are getting largcr has few implications for the future of 'l'onga's
population should sea lovel risc as preclicted. 'l'he reason for this is that most of the volcanic
islands in Tonga are uninhabited or sllarsely inhabiterl. 'l'he important exception is Niuafo'ou.

The basalt volcano of Niuafo'ou is disl.inct in composition from thc other (andesitic) volcanic
islands in Tonga (Reay et al., lg74). It is also clistinguished by the fact that it is not a cone but
the partly-drowned rim of a caklera (Jaggar, 1931). Reccnt erulltions have occurred along the
caldera rim and have had a direct impact on human .settlement. An account of the associated
tlisruption, the re-settlement on 'Eua of t,he inhabit,ants of Niuafo'ou, ancl their subsequont return
was compiled by Rogers (1986).

The majority of people in Tonga live on the line of limestone islands, named tlre Tonga Ridge,
from 'Eua in the south to Niuatoputapu in the north (Figure l). Of the.qe islands, most people live
on the largest, Tongatapu. The limestonc islantls of 'l'onga exhibit considerably more variability
in physiography, comllosition and origin l,han their volcanic counterparts. The higher limestone
islands are all thought to be ancient volcanoes which became swathed in limestone following
submergence only to emerge subsequently. On Niuatoputapu and on 'Eua the volcanic core has
been exposed by subaerial erosion (lloffmcister, lg32). On the other high limestone islands,
Tongatapu and in the Vava'u group, a volcanic core is only inferred to be pre-sent (Cunningham
and Anscombe, 1985).

Many of the high limestone island*q in Tonga have uncommonly fertilc soils, which are
believed to be the con.sequence of eruptive material from the volcanocs of the Tofua Ridge
drifting eastwards and becoming incorporat.ed in tlre limestone cover <lf these islands as it
was forming (Orbell et a1.,1985).

?
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Volcanic tuff and breccia are common constituents of the low limestone islands of Tonga but these
generally have a greater proportion of calcareous detritus than the higher ones. This reflects the
recent age of these low islands and the importance of accumulation of reef detritus (in particular)
during storms in their formation. Such islancls are common in the Ha'apai and Tongatapu groups
and are often founded on a base of recent reef with a living fringe.

1.2 Regional geological setting
The islands of Tonga lie on the western sicle of the Tonga (-Kermadec) trench, a major area of
lithospheric plate convergence in the South Pacific. Along the Tonga Trench, the Pacifrc Plate in
the east is being thrust beneath the lndo-Australian Plate in the west. lleat generated along the
sub'surface contact between these plates assists the upwelling of magma along a line parallel to
the trench axis. This upwelling has given rise to the line of active volcanoes along the Tofua
Ridge (Dupont and Herzer, lg85).

The Tonga Ridge, from which the limestone islands rise, is closer to the trench axis and termed
the forearc or frontal arc. This is the eclge of the Inclo-Australian Plate which has been thrust
upwards as the result of overriding the Pacific Plate. The Tonga Ridge is thus a zone of uplift
and fracturing. Much of the fracturing has bcen linked to irregularities on the downgoing Pacific
plate (Dupont and Herzer, 1985).

The scismicity of the Tonga region has long attractetl attention and it was here that the first
empirically-derivecl motlel of plate convergence was Jlroduced (Barazangi and Isacks, 1971).
Maps of earthquake focus clistribution show that thc shallowest earthquakes occur closest to the
axis of the Tonga Trenclr. With increasing clistance westwards, cle;rths of earthquake foci
increase. Deep-focus earthquakcs relatecl to plate convergencc along the Tonga Trench have been
recordecl as far west as Viti Levu islanrl in I.-iji.

Many of the earthquakes along the 'fonga Riclge produce islanrl uplift. Testimony to such
coseismic-uplift events are the seqlrences of emergetl nol,ches along Tongatalru's south coast
where Sawkins (1856) describecl the cffecl.s of the last, event tlru.s.

"Tongataboo, one of the Friendly Islands, was visited a few months previous to my
sojourn there in 1854 by an earthquake, when the north-east, ;lortion of it was tilted
down to an inclination sulficient to prorluce an encroaclrment of the sea for nearly two
milos inland, graclually climinishing to the south-ea.stcrn shore as far as Nuku'alofa,
where it now washcs the rool,s of a trce that grcw within a garclen adjoining a hou-se that
ha.q been entirely destroyed. The western coast ha.s visibly ri$en some fcet, and a spring
of water has sunk below the surfacc" (l8l-16: 883).

Coseismic uplift occurs in response to the release of stres.q which has been building up over a long
period of time. Coseismic uplift of arouncl I m has been calculatecl to have affected Tongatapu's
south coast every 849 years on average (Nunn and Finau, unpublished data). By comparison, the
Ryuykus forearc in Japan experiences coseismic- uplift events every 1200-1400 years (Sieh,
1981). The cumulative magnitude of cosei-smic uplift needs to be con-qiclered relative to the
magnitude of the subsidence which occurs betwecn coseismic-uplift events before a figure for net
movement can be determinecl. Despite this, it seems clear that the overall recent tectonic trend
within the limestone island-s of Tonga is an uyrwanl one. Emergcnce has characterised the last
few thousand years.
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Another con-sequence of the convergence of platcs along the Tonga Trench is that the Tonga Ridge
has been broken up inl,o a serics of large blocks, each of which has apparently moved
inclependently of the othcrs during the last few hundred thousand years (faylor and Bloom,
1977). This movement has allparcntly not been solcly vertical but has also involved considerable
amounts of tilting. Thus the Tongatapu block has tilted south to north causing the northern part
of the island to experience submergcnce rclative to the southern part. In Vava'u the situation is
rcversed with the main island's south coast having been drowned and the north coast uplifted.
These differential movements have probably been operating far more slowly and over a much
greater time span than the widespread ulrlift of the islancls clescribed above (Nunn, 1991a).

1.3 Climate
The climate of Tonga is characterised by the contrast between a wet season (December- April)
and a dry season (May-November). At least some 60-70% of annual rainfall falls during the wet
season. Owing to the seasonal proximity of the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCD, the
northern islands of Tonga receive more rainfall (-2600 mm/year) tlran the southern islands
(-1700 mm/year).

Temperatures vary likewise. Mean annual temllerature at Niuafo'ou (Keppel) i-q about 26oC
(79oF) while on Tongatapu it is about 23oC (73oF). This variation manifests the distinction
bctween the tropical climate ancl environment of northern Tonga ancl the subtropical character of
its southern parts.

In all parts of Tonga, evapotranspiration usually exceecls rainfall only cluring June and July.
Severe water shortages can occur in places tluring tlrese latter months, particularly if
precipitation during the preceding months has been lower l.han usual.

Tho two principal causcs of rainfall variat,ion in 'l'onga ara t,hei occurrcnce of tropical cyclones,
which can result in unusually wet periotl.s, antl an El Nino evcnt, which can cause prolonged
drought.s.

The most destructive aspects of cyclones are the associatecl high-spcetl wintls ancl storm surgcs.
The role of cyclones in recharge of island water lenscs is also imlrortant. On average two cyclones
affect Tonga annually (1830-1982 data) but this figure disguises the fact that thcre is more than
a 5O% probability that no cyclones will affcct Tonga in any particular cyclone season (November-
April) while in other years, three or more cyclones may pass tlrrough thc group.

The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) measures the pressure differcnce bctween Darwin and
Tahiti and is used to predict long-term interannual climate variations. When the SOI is negative
(rressures are relatively high at Darwin - an El Niflo event), the SPCZ lies north and east of its
u,qual position and dry conditions are likely in the tropical south antl west Pacific. It has been
shown that tropical cyclones are more Iikely to occur during El Nifro events @evell and Goulter,
1985), but the dry conditions are rarely significantly alleviated by the a-qsociated bursts of
cyclonic rainfall. Meanwhile notable droughts in Tonga occurretl in 1926, 1930, 1951-53 and
1977-78. At the time of our visit in March l992, a drought, associated with a prolonged Bl Niflo
event, was in progress. An unusually high number of tropical cyclones hatl correspondingly
developed in the region between November l99l antl March 1992.

6



1.4 Vegetation
Most of the limestone and inhabited volcanic islands of Tonga have a vegetation cover which is
largely in response to human presence. Little is known of the vegetation of uninhabited volcanic
islands in Tonga. Agriculture is the main livelihood of most of the inhabitants of Tonga. Most
forest in Tonga is an agroforestry system comprising horticultural crops with an open overstory of
tree species used for fruits, nuts, metlicine, timber or ornament. The coconut palm is the
dominant species on most i.slands. Indigenous forests are found on many volcanic islands and also
on 'Eua. Mangrove forests are not extensive in Tonga, usually restricted to lagoon coastlines.
Additional details of Tonga's vegetation are given in the National Report of the Kingdom of Tonga
to the United Nations Conference on Bnvironment and Development (UNCED).

1.5 Soils
The soils of the limestone i.slancls of Tonga are unusually fcrtile since the limestone contains large
amounts of volcanic detritus protluced by the nearby volcanoe.s at the time the limestone was
forming. Emergence and subaerial erosion of the lime.stone has lecl to the concentration of
volcanic materials in the soil. Volcanic island soils are dcvelopcrl only on the older volcanic slopes
and are generally highly fcrtile. Arldit.ional rlct,ails are given t,o the'l'onga report to UNCED.

1.6 Reefs
Most of Tonga's limestone i-slands are surrounded by extensive reef systems which are important
elements of the marine ecosystem. Owing t<l freshwater runoff anrl recent volcanism, reef
development is comparatively poor arounrl mo-st volcanic islands in Tonga. Reefs and associated
lagoons cover an area of 5352 kmZ antl are inrportant. to fi.slrerics (l.Jational Report to UNCED).

Offshore reels have an important protective function in rcducing wave energy ancl hence island
shoreline erosion. 'l'onga's recls are likely to l-re hea]l,hier than many other island reefs in the
Pacific which have been aclversely affectcd by terrigenous serliment deposition because there are
no rivers to transport such secliment on most islands. Yct, sea-surface warming, overexploitation
and tbe use of explo-sives ancl poison are probably llutting a degrce of stre-qs on Tonga's reefs
which may significantly affect their ability to responcl to future climate anrl sea-level changes.

1.7 Water
Water is not abunclant on thc limesl,ono islanrls of 'l'onga but neither is it in especially short
supply on the largest of them. The most imllorl,ant watcr rc.sources are the frcshwater lenses
which occur witlrin the limestone: tlrere is a -six-year reservc on Tongatapu at llresent levels of
cfcmancl. Some 85% of the population tlellenrls on thi.s grounrlwal.er re-source, 75%o on rainwater,
mostly collected by roof-catchment system.s. The latter are especially common on the small low
islands like many of those in l-la'a1lai where the freshwater lens i-q comparatively .small in volume.
Water is generally abundant on the larger volcanic i.slzrnrls where rivers and lake.s are present
(National Report to UNCED).

1.8 Population size and growth
While Tonga's population has grown substantially from l.lre end of the lgth century - from less
than 20,000 in l89l to almo-st 100,000 torlay, it now shows .sign.s of stabilising (Environmental
Mangement Plan, 1990: 13).



The 1986 Census recordecl a total population of 96,535, with an average annual rate of growth of
0-49% during the preceding decadc. This low rate of growth i-s a product of both declining fertility
anrl accelerating out-migration. TIre annual rate of natural increase for the period 1980-87 was
2.3% and the annual rate of net emigration of the order of 1.8%, resulting in an annual rate of
growtlr of 0.5%. There are inclications that the rate of out-migration is accelerating (Sixth
Development Plan, 1991: 6l-63.)

While such figures imply that there i-s likely to be a consequential levelling-off in terms of
pressure on resources in the near future, they ob*qcure the fact tlrat out-migration is a selective
process, involving both sexos in the llroductive age groups. 'lhus, in 1986, some 41% of the
country's population was unrler 15 years of age and this percentage is declining only slowly. In
acltlition, elfective pre-ssure on r(]sources is also tletermined by population distribution and
standards of living.

1.9 Population distribution
The four i.sland groups thatconstitute the Kingdom of Tonga are djvitlctl into five aclministrative
divisions organised from the nortlr to the soutlr a-s follow-s: Niua, Vava'u, Ha'apai and, finally, the
'l'ongatapu group whiclr is sul-rclivitlecl int,o Tongatallu itself anrl 'Eua.

Accorcling to the 1986 censu.s, Tongatapu containetl G7.2% of the country's population, almost half
of whom were living in the capital Nuku'alofa. It being a high, limestone islantl, one might
conclude that Tonga's population is not a[ great "risk" in an environmental sense. Flowever
effective vulnerability in the face of -qea level rise is greatly augmentetl by the fact of its
concentration on the low, northern shore of Tongatapu, wlrcre the callital i.s locatetl.

This risk is increasing from year to year by virtue of t,he accelerating inl,ernal re- tli-stribution of
population. Tongatapu has long dominated rlemograplrically antl alreatly in 1921 the island
contained 40%ot the Kingdom'spopulation. A.sTable l and Figure 2 indicate the rateof growth
of 'fongatapu's population is double tlre national averagc, Vava'u anrl Nir-ra Divisions are stable,
while l-Ia'apai and'Eua are tleclining - tlre fbrmer quite rallidly:

Table l. Population by divisions and rates of growth.

Division

Tongatapu
Vava'u
Ha'apai
'Eua
Niua

Total

Population
r976

57 4ll
15 068
r0 792

4 484
2 328

90 08s

1986

63 794
15 175

8 919
4 393
2 368

94 649

Aunual Rate
of Growth

l.l
0.1
-1.9
-0.2
0.2

0.5

(Source: Statisticrs Department, I991: viii)

Population densities now approach 250 persons/km2 on Tongatapu, almo.st double the country's
average of 127 persons/km2.

The maximum height of Tongatapu aLrove sea level is only a little over 60m, whereas much of the
settled area is below the 5 m mark. Virtually all migrants to Tongatapu sel.tlc thcre.
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Figure 2. Net migration streams bctween divi.sion.s in Tonga, 1976- 1986 (Sixth
Development Plan, 1991)

ln other words, internal migration is leatling to an increasing concentration of Tonga's
population on one of the islancls that is particularly vulnerable to inundation and shoreline
erosion, andspecifically the northern side of Tongatal)u where the capital city i.s located.



1.10 Economy and standard of living
Tongatapu has an agriculture-based economy organised around semi-subsistence small- holdings.
Subsistence production focuses on a range of customary root crops - yam, taro, sweet potabo and
the more recently introduced cassava. Commercial production has focused on copra and other
coconut products which have been severely affected in recent years by drought, cyclones and
falling world prices. As a result, considerable effort has been made over the past decade to
diversify into higher-value export crops: notably vanilla, bananas and squash. However, they
have proved hazardous ventures because of problems of quality control, disease, management
and major fluctuations in supply and demand (Sixth Development Plan, 1991:ll8'127; Fonua,
1992: 19-22). On the other hand, the export of root crops to overseas migrant communities has
progressively grown.

Because of the high fertility and excellent physical properties of the soils of the main islands
agriculture continues to be a viable option, in spite of the small size of holdings and demographic
pressures It accounts for approximately one-third of the Gross Domestic Product.

Forest resources are minimal in Tonga and onshore metalliferous mineral resources are non-
existent. On the other hand, the Exclusive Economic Zone contains very significant marine
resources, notably tuna and, possibly, hyclrocarbons, but the former remain largely untapped.
The real extent and volume of the hydrocarbon reserves remain to be determined.

While there is some manufacturing, notably a textile inclustry, tourism represents the second
most important sector of the economy, accounting for over l0% of GDP. [t is expanding rapidly
(National Report of the Kingdom of Tonga to UNCED, 1991: l3-14).

Aid constitutes an important source of funds for the national economy as do remittances from
relatives overseas for individual household economies (op.cit. 74-16, l9). Tonga and Tongans are
vulnerable to fluctuations in both.

In 1990 the total value of imports amounted to approximately US$62M and exports to a mere
US$12M. This was coupled with minimal economic growth (L'Etat du Monde, 1992: 378-9).

1.11 Ethnicity, culture and society
Tongan society is ethnically and culturally extremely homogeneous and tightly organised.
Tongans or part-Tongans accounted for over 96% of the population in 1986. Almost all Tongans
are Christians, strict Sunday observance being a significant expression of this fact. The single
most important Church is the Free Wesleyan, with 44.1o/o of the population being adherents in
1986. The other most important denominations are Roman Catholic (16.3%), Latter Day Saints
(Mormon) (12.3o/o) and the Free Church of Tonga (lL.4oA. The Mormons are making significant
in-roads on the other faiths, notably the Wesleyans and the Free Church.

AII faiths except the Mormons are members of a single Council of Churches, this organisation
serving both to increase the power of the established religions in the country and to be al, the root
of an important "chink in the facade" of a tightly organised feudal society.

The majority of Tongan children receive their education in Church-run schools, Tongan being the
language of instruction in most cases at the Primary level. Educational levels are high, with
universal literacy and, in 1986, over three-quarters of the 25-34 years group having achieved
some level of secondary education and 4.5% some tertiary training (Population Census, 1986:
xviii).
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Marriage is near-universal in the country and all marriages are Christian celebrations. The
nuclear family is inscribed within the broader web of the extended family, this latter serving as
the basis for Tongan social organization.

Finally, Tongan society is highly stratified with, at the top, the monarch and the royal family.
There follows, in succession, 33 hereditary nobles and their families, an intermediate group of
mal,apulc and, finally, the great mass of commoners. Nobles and commoners are bound to each
other by a complex web of rights and obligations.

Perhaps the most significant expression of social organization is to be found in the system of land
tenure whereby each Tongan male over 16 years of age is entitled to an urban allotment (or 'apj)
not exceeding 0.16 ha and a rural or garden one not exceeding 3.3 ha. All land in the country is,
ultimately, Crown Land, but is in fact divided into four tenure categories: a) Hereditary estates of
the King, b) Hereditary estates of the Royal Family, c) Hereditary estates of the Nobles and
matapul,e, and d) Government land. All allotments are drawn from the last two categories.

This tenurial regime is at the origin of very considerable problems in [erms of access to land.
One, land is very unequally distributed, between the Monarch and the Royal Family on the one
hand and the commoners on the other. Two, virtually all available allotment land - in particular
town allotments - ha-q bcen allocated, leaving as many as 75o/o of eligible males without any legal
title land.

In response to the demand, the tendency is increasingly for the Government to subdivide and
allocate environmentally marginal land.

To conclude, Tongan society is a remarkably conservative one in which both the Monarch and the
nobility on the one hand, and the established Churches on the other, exercise a great deal of
influence over the population as a whole. While there are some important manifestations of
"stress" in the system, with respect particularly to the growth of new Churches and the severe
limitations in access to land, they cannot yet be perceived as severe destabilising forces. In this
latter respect, the heavy and continued out-migration of Tongans is no doubt an important
consideration.

t.r2 Political and administrative arrangements
Although Tonga is, formally, a constitutional monarchy, effective power is wielded by the
Monarch and a select group of nobles. Thus, according to the Constitution, the King (or Queen) is
head of both state and of government. He (or she) acts through a Privy Council (or Cabinet)
which is appointed by him lrom among the nobles with members serving until normal retirement
age.

There is, in addition, a l,egislative Assembly comprising l4 elected members (? of them nobles,
elected by the 33 nobles of the country, and the other 7 commoners, elected by universal
suffrage), members of the Privy Council and the Speaker.

The Government of Tonga is organised into a broad set of Ministries/ Departments, the most
important of which are the Ministries of Flealth; Agriculture and Forestry; Fisheries; Labour,
Commerce and Industries; Lands; Survey and Natural Resources; Works; Foreign Alfairs and
Defence; together with the Tonga Visitors Bureau, and the Central Planning Department.

il



Most important, in the context of the present report, there is an Environmental Planning Section
within the Ministry of Lands, Survey and Natural Resources. In addition, there is a standing
Inter-Departmental Environment Committee created initially to pnepare the EnuironmentoL
Managem.ent Plon for tlw KinSdnm of Tonga and subsequently transformed into a permanent
commlttee with a view to supervising the implementation of the Plan. The Committee is formed

of the heads of all the above Ministries and Departments and is chaired by the Secretary of
MLSNR.

These political and administrative arrangements result in a certain incoherence by virtue of the
fact that the Environmental Planning Unit is extremely small and subsumed within a large
Ministry with which its interests are not always compatible. The Government departments are,

in turn, tributary to a l,egislative Assembly whose power and capacity to initiate action is
relatively timited. By virtue of the authority of the King and the Nobility in Tonga, a gteat many
initiatives are disseminated from the top down, thereby circumventing what are now the usual
processes of reflection and evaluation in many Pacific Island countries.
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2. Environmental Problems

2.1 Physical hazards
The principal physical hazards affecting the Kingdom of Tonga are attributable to its location
close to the line of lithospherie plate covergence along the Tonga Trench.

Plate oonvergence produces earthquakes, the foci of which are located along the subsurface
boundary between the plates, the Benioff Zone. The position of this and the form of the
downgoing plate is well known from the study of earthquake foci and seismic- wave travel times
in the Tonga region @upont and Herzer, 1985). The occurrence of occasional large-magnitude
earthquakes in Tonga is testified to by the geomorphological evidence of abrupt vertical
displacements such as that described in section 1.2 above. Specifically, the earthquake hazard in
Tonga is that associated with high-magnitude, medium-frequency events of which the 1977
Tongatapu earthquake is a good example, and very high-magnitude low frequency events, such
as those which caused abrupt uplift of (parts of) islands in Tonga. The latter events occur every
849 years or so on Tongatapu (Nunn and Finau, unpublished manuscript) and, for that reason,
are not worth discussing in the context of changes over the next few decades. This is especially
true since the last coseismic-uplift event may have occurred only in 1854 (Sawkins, 1856)..

The high-magnitude medium-frequency events are of more concern. Earthquakes of magnitude
8.3 or greater occurred in 1902, 1919 and 1948: others with magnitude 7.5-8.2 occurred in 1913,
1917, 1921, 1943, 1946 and 1949. The lg77 earthquake hacl a magnitude of 7.2 and. caused
damage to buildings in 'Eua, Ha'apai and Tongatapu.

Tsunami (seismic sea waves) result from rapid displacements of the ocean floor. For Tonga most
of the risk comes from landslides along the steep flanks of the Tonga Trench and some eight
events have been recorded since 1853.

Plate convergence is also responsible for the volcanic activity of Tonga, both above and below sea
level. This is restricted to a line of islands at least 50 km from those where most people live.
While there is some risk of ash falls on inhabited islands, the greatest threat is posed by the
activity on the inhabited island of Niuafo'ou where ten eruptions have occurred since 1853.

There is no reason to suppose that earthquakes and volcanic activity will not continue at similar
rates in future.

2.2 Climate hazards
The two most common climatic hazards in Tonga are tropical cyclones and droughts. The latter,
and to a lesser extent the former, ocrur in association with prolonged negative Southern
Oscillation Index values or El Niflo events. Tropical cyclones form only over oceans where sea-
surface temperature exceeds 27-28oC enabling their demand for abunclant moisture to be
satisfied. In the South Pacihc, tropical cyclones commonly develop along the South Pacific
Convergen ce Zone (S PCa.
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Tropical cyclones have the ability to cause serious damage to island landscapes and immense

difficulties for their inhabitants. The destructive effects of tropical cyclones in Tonga have been

amply documented (see, for instance, Oliver and Reardon, 1982). The worst effects have been on

the lower islands, as illustrated by Woodroffe's (1983) study of morphological and vegetation
change on islands in the Ha'apai and Tongatapu groups following Tropical Cyclone Isaac in
March 1982. Hurricane-force winds commonly affect agriculture and buildings most severely
while storm surges can produce morphological changes to island coastlines and result in
widespread flooding, an effect exacerbated by accompanying torrential rainfall. It is clearly a

matter of some concern to know whether or not tropical-cyclone frequency is likely to change
under the influence of continued global warming.

Few predictions have been made regarding changed frequency of tropical cyclones in a warming
world. A rudimentary argument is that since tropical-cyclone development is confined to the area
where sea-surface temperatures exceed 27-28oC, any increase in the size of that area (as the
result of sea-surface temperature increase) will result in an increase in the number of tropical
cyclones which develop during a particular cyclone season. This view is supported by Holland et
al. (1988) who stated that "cyclone activity is likely to increase in the central South Pacific" (p

438) as the result of continued warming in the region. These writers also deem it likely that
"cyclone activity will spread [further] eastward into the central South Pacific" (p 453) placing
Tonga more centrally within the cyclone-prone region.

A correlation between increasing sea-surface temperatures and tropical-cyclone frequencies over
the past few decades is supported by data presented for all parts of the Pacific (except the
northwest quadrant) by Nunn (1990, 1991). Such a correlation need not be proof of a casual link,
although this is not wholly improbable.

It has been demonstrated by Revell and Goulter (1986) that most tropical cyclones develop when
the SOI is negative, that is during El Nifro events. It is therefore also critical to determine what
will happen to El Niflo periodicity in the next few decades as earth-surface temperatures rise. An
increase in the incidence of El Nifro events is likely to cause an increase in tropical-cyclone
frequency yet it is by no means clear what will happen to El Niflo periodicity with increasing
earth-surface temperatures in future. It is reassuring to note that Nicholls (1989: 2-30) found
that the frequency of El Niflo has been robust with respect to past climate changes" although he
also emphasises the lack of understanding surrounding the El Niflo phenomenon.

2.3 HumanJinked "hazards"
There is no doubt that future climate change, itself perhaps a largely human-linked "hazard", will
pose problems for Tonga but the severity of these can be properly assessed only by regarding
them as part of the range of environmental problems. Of those facing Tonga at present, some
appear to be critical in the sense that, if they are not satisfactorily tackled soon, environmental
quality will deteriorate to such an extent that future climate change could cause little further
deterioration.

Perhaps the most important of Tonga's current environmental problems is deforestation,
particularly the removal of native forests but also the clearing of coconut woodland. Many
informants told us how the Iandscape of Tongan islands had been altered by deforestation over
the years with the result now that firewood is scarce and most demands for timber and timber
products are met by imports. For the Tongatapu group, substantial timber reserves remain only
on 'Eua where they are being rapidly depleted. The effects of deforestation on Tonga have been
recognised and reported elsewhere (National Report to UNCED).
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Soil erosion is a serious environmental problem in parts of Tonga and one which is commonly
associated with deforestation and/or agricultural development of steepland areas. The latter is a
particularly severe problem in Vava'u (National Report to UNCED).

Throughout Tonga, informal beach-sand mining is a common practice yet one which has caused

many problems. Prominent among these is the shoreline erosion which takes place or is
exacerbated by removal of a protective beach cover. Similar problems may eventuate from other
forms of interference with the coastal system, particularly those associated with clearance of
mangroves (sotia matatahi or "guardians of coastlines") and reclamation schemes (National
Report to UNCED).

Conservation of forests, of soils, and of beach resources is the obvious solution to the above'
mentioned environmental problems. This is true not only because undesirable trends could be

reversed but also because the future promises change at extraordinary rates compared to the
recent past. Natural systems (forests, soils, beaches) will hence be placed under extraordinary
stress. If these systems are alreacly under stress, then the process of deterioration will be greatly
accelerated compared to a situation where antececlent stress is absent or negligible.
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3. Climate and Sea-Level Changes - Ernerging
Environmental Problems?

3.f The global problem
Scientific consensus, as expressed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IpCC), is
convinced that the climate of the earth is changing and will continue to do so into the future. The
best models available predict that earth-surface temperatures will rise (relative to lgg0
temperature) by loC by 2025 and SoCby 2100.

The IPCC also concluded that global mean sea level will likely rise in the future with best
estimate predictions of 18 cm by 2030 and 44 cm by 2070. They predicted that, even with
substantial reductions in future emissions of the major greenhouse gases, such future increases in
temperature and sea level are unavoidable due to lag effects in the climate system - the thermal
inertia of the oceans and the ongoing response of land ice to climate changes. For the South
Pacific, much of the work on climate-change and sea-level rise unclertaken in the late 1g80s and
subsequently was pursued as part of the South Pacific Regional Environmental programme
(SPREP) Action Plan. This followed a request from the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP), through its Regional Seas programme, to assess the potential impacts of greenhouse-
induced climatic and sea-level changes on Pacific island countries. SPREP has been assisted in
this work by the Association of South Pacific Environmental Institutions (ASPED with the main
results presented as a series of case studies and review papers (Pernetta and Hughes, lgg0;
Hughes and McGregor, lg90).

At the South Pacifrc CommissionruNEP/ASPBI Intergovernmental Mccting on Climate Change
and Sea'l,evel Rise in the South Pacific held in Majuro, Marshall Islanrls inluly lg8g, six smail-
i-sland states from the South Pacific requested SPREP to organise teams of ASPEI scientists to
visit each country and work with designated government officials to pro6uce a preliminary report,
on projected specific impacts of greenhouse-induced climate change for each country and to
suggest appropriate activities which could be undertaken to allcviate the impacts. The present
report is one of these. Terms of reference are given in Annex 2.

The Second Regional Conference on Climate Change, held in Noum6a in April lgg2, established
clear guidelines for future work and confirmed SPREP's coortlinating role in this domain. priority
was given on this occasion to Coastal Zone Management (CZIO stud.ies and research with a vicw
to formulating criteria to assess the vulnerability of island coastal areas to sea level rise.

3.2 Recent climate change in Tonga
In common with the rest of the Pacific, indeed the rest of the world, it is now clear that for most of
the past 5000 years, the climate of Tonga has been changing (l.lunn, lgggb). It is important to
understand the details of past climate change in Tonga for seue.al reasons. Firstly, it is
important to examine how other variables, such as physical environment and human lifestyle,
responded to particular climate changes and therefore, by analogy, to preclict what is likely ro
happen in future. Secondly, it is especially important to know ai whal ra1g climatic variables
(such as temperature and precipitation) changed in the past few clecades so as to establish the
antecedent conditiorc upon which future climate changes (resulting from the human-enhanced
'greenhouse effect) will be superimposed.
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There is good reason to suppose that 200-300 years ago the climate of most of the central pacific
Basin including Tonga was significantly .ool*r lNinn, lgglb). This was the time of the
maximum of the Little Ice Age (approximately 1300-1850 AD) and since then temperatures havegradually risen. It may be that the temperature rise of the last few decades in the South pacific
is simply that marking of the end of the Little lce Age, one of numerous natural oscillations ofclimate with -500-year durations which have been" superimposed on the much longer-term
climatic oscillations marking the alternation between Quaternary glacial and interglacial"periods.

Time series data from the Pacific islands suggest that temperature rise over the last 100 years
has been of the order of 0.4-0.6"C. The longist series analysed (1882-1986) is from Governrment
I{ouse-in Suva, Fiji, where a rise of approximately 0.6.C is-apparent (Nunn, 1gg0b). Data made
available to us in Tonga suggest a comparable ris! in mean temperature. The decadal average of
annual mean temperature at Nuku'alofa was 23.6oC from 1950-1969 yet increased to Z4oC in1980'1989. It is equally instructive- to look at the years in which annual mean temperature
exceeded 24"C aL Nuku'alofa: available records show these to have been lgb0 , lgEZ,1gZ0, lggl,
1984, 1988, 1989, lgg0 and 1991. The last five of these years have been the hottest on record atNuku'alofa' This suggests that the warming trencl experienced in most other parts of the globe
has also affected Tonga.

Owing to the influence of the Southern Oscillation, there is considerably more variability inrainfall records in Tonga (as elsewhere in the region) comparecl to temperaiure and no long-term
trend can be isolated with confidence. It is believed that precipitation around the beginn"ing ofthe Little lce Age was less than today (Nunn, 1991b) but no trend is subsequently di-"scernible.The recent increase in tropical cyclone frequency in the southwest Pacific (N,.rn, rggrUi haspresumably increased annual precipitation totals unless this has coincided with a recent increasein droughts. No data are known which allow such assertions to be testecl satisfactorily.

3.3 Recent sea-level change in Tonga
Like temperature, there is good eviclence in the central Pacific that sea level has also beenchanging over the past few thousand years. Nunn (l99la) showed that sea level in Tongaprobably reached its present level around 6500 years ago, exceecling it by around Z m
subsequently falling to its present level. The conclusion now neecls revision-in the light of
Ellison's (1989) analyses of pollen from mangrove sediments. This allowed her to fix the politio'
of sea level on Tongatapu at -3.2 m and -t.7 m (relative to present mean sea level) respectively
6870 and 5650 years BP (Before Present). A sea level of around 1.5 m above present ro*urr rr"level is thought likely to have affected Tonga some 3000-4000 years Bp. Since this time the
overall trend of sea- level in the Tonga region has been a falling one. Yet superimposed on thisfalling trend have been oscillation., .o"t of which are believed to have been associated with
minor climatic oscillations of the kind described in the preceding section.

For more recent times, data from New Zealand (Cibb, 1986) ancl American Samoa (Nunn, lggg)
suggest that sea level fell at the -qtart of the Little Icc Age, about lB00 AD, and since its
maximum (the coolest time), some 200-300 years ago, has been rising. The long- term record(1906'1990) from Honolulu suggests sea level is risin! at a rate of l.b mm/year, the pacific mean
is around *l mm/year (Wyrtki, lgg0).
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No directly-measured data over a sufficently long time period to isolate a long-term sea' level

trend are available for Tonga. It is crucial in areas like tonga, where short'term fluctuations of

sea level associated with the Southern Oscillation occur, that long-term trends are not identified

prematurely. Probably the best information we have on sea level in Tonga over the past few

iecades is lhat p"esenied by Nunn (1990c) using surrogate data-. A- sample was taken of long-

established coastal settlements from the Solomon to the Cook lslands and interviews conducted

by students from those settlements with their eklerly inhabitants to find out how the shoreline

had cha.rged since the time they coukl remember. Only 7 sites were investigated in Tonga,

including 
"B 

on Niuatoputapu which is believed to be rising tectonically. The salient results are

summarised in Table 2.

From Table Z it can be concluded that in those comparatively stable parts of Tonga (i.e' excluding

Niuatoputapu), shoreline inundation has been occurring at an average rate of around l0 cm/year

for the past ?? y""t* on average. The similarity of this figure to the regional mean suggests it is
reasonably accurate. Althotfth sea-level rise is not the only possible cause of this lateral

shoreline inundation, the two ire believed to linked in this case since the latter is a phenomenon

observed throughout the region rather than just locally'

The other interesting conclusion from Table 2 is that Niuatoputapu is rising so fast that the effect

of ,i*ing sea level iJeing reversed. The same is also true for many of the islands in Vanuatu,

where uplift rates of 0.8-b.0 mm/year have been measurerl (laylor et al., 1980)' While rates for

uplift of Niuatoputapu may also be within that range, most of the other Tonga islands are rising

at slower rates. The island of 'Eua is rising at 0.033 mm/year (laylor, 19?8), the south coast of
.l.ongatapu at a maximum of l.G mm/yea. 6Nuntt, 1993). It may thus be concluded, although no

pr*.i.. data are available for the islands named, that most of Tonga is not rising fast enough to

Lffset the effects of current sea-level rise to any signilicant extent. Niuatoputapu appears the

notable exception but this may changc if the rate of sea-level rise increases in the future as

predicted.

No data were found which would allow us to satisfactorily evaluate whether or not the wave

climate of Tonga's coasts and reefs has changed recently. A similar statement can be made about

the incidence o] sbrm surges although, given the recent increase in trollical cyclone frequency in

the region (Nunn, 1991b), it would be expected that storm surges have affccted Tonga's coasts

more fiequently in recent than earlier decades of this century.

Table 2. Data referring to recent sea-level change in Tonga (from Nunn, 1990c)

Island Settlement Time Span
of Data
(years)

Direction of
Sea-l,cvcl

Clrange

Maximum
Inundation or

Brncrgence (m)

Rate of
Inundation or
Emmergence

(cm/vear)

l,iluka
l.ifuka
Niuatoputap
Niuatoputap
Niuatoputap
Vava'u
Vava'u

Koulo
Pangai
Falehau
Hihifo
Vaipoa
Ovaka
Paneaimotu

83
68
59
58
60
7l
86

+
+

+
+

7.00
8.00

12.00
10.00
14.00
10.00
5.00

8.43
l1.76

-20.34
-r7.24
-23.33
14.08
5.81
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3.4 Current data acquisition in Tonga
The available data referring to the climatic and sea level of Tonga over the past few decades are
few and generally inadequate to identify long-term trends. Yet in view of current concern about
future climate and sea-level change, it is clearly desirable that better information becomes
available on temporal changes in environmental variables in the future.

Meteorological data are collected at seven stations in Tonga. All but that in Nuku'alofa started in
the 1980s. Analysis and archiving of these data are carried out by the New Tnaland,
Meteorological Service in Wellington. Archival data are much less readily accessible now than in
the past. Recommendations try Brook et aI. (1991) include a strengthening of the meteorological
network and more in-country data analysis. Identification and monitoring of long-term trends of
meteorological variables is not in the mandate of most Pacific island meteorological services but
will probably become increasingly so in the future. More data and in-country data analyses are
clearly desirable. Initial analysis of the Nuku'alofa temperature data should be undertaken and
results compared with those obtained from elsewhere in the region.

Sea'level monitoring is difficult in Tonga because of the islands' tectonic instability, particularly
their proneness to abrupt vertical displacements during large earthquakes (coseismic-uplift
events). It is probably for this reason that all the 1888 AD benchmarks on Tongatapu except one
have disappeared. The latter has apparently been elevated by 0.1 m since 1888. The existing
tide gauge at Nuku'alofa has been operating only since June lgg0 and is linked to the Tropical
Oceans and Global Atmosphere (|OGA) global network. At present data from the TOGA gauge
are analysed in Honolulu. A new "state- of-the-art" gauge supplied by the Australian government
' capable of making much more precise measurements using the Greenhouse energy band - will
also be installed in Nuku'alofa and linked to the Global Positioning System. Data from this
gauge will be analysed in Adelaide. Other offers of sea-level monitoring have been made by
Japan, Germany and New Zealand.

The question of whether improved and more sea-level monitoring facilities in Tonga will yield
useful data appears to have been addressed only .superficially although many of the people we
spoke to are well aware of the problem.s. Specifically these are related to the likely ability of long-
term trends of sea-level change being able to be idcntified from Bauge data even after 30-40 ycars
of monitoring. Much depends of course on how clear the future trend of sea-level change is but
the limited information available from the recent past suggests that noise from El Nifro events
may also obscure a serial sea-level trend, particularly on Tongatapu.

The best illustration of El Nifro noise is provided by the clata from the currently-operating ticle
gauge at Nuku'alofa (Figure 3). Since August 1990, from which continuous data are available,
mean monthly sea level has varied by 1.6 m. This is significant in Tonga where tidal range is
generally 0.7-1.1 m.

Uplift rates of various parts of Tonga vary from 0.033 mm/year to at least 1.6 mm/year
(see preceding section) and coseismic-uplift event-s with maximum magnitudes of probably
around 1-1.2 m have occurred in parts of the group. The effects of coseismic uplift in the
Nuku'alofa area and northern Tongatapu have been recognised by many investigators
including Zann (1984) and Bllison (1989). Signihcant localised subsidence occurred in
parts of northern Tongatapu during the 197? earthquake, the magnitucle of which was not
among the highest on record for the island.

Assuming that tectonic effects such as those described can be filtered out of the gauge data, ancl
allowance can be made for the effects of the Southern Oscillation, we estimate that at least a 40-
year record will be required before a long-term trend of sea-level change can be isolated at
Nuku'alofa. This assumes that sea level ri.ses in the future at a rate approximating that
predicted by the IPCC (see section 3.1).
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4. Environmental fssues:
Priorities, Awareness and
Institutional Strate gie s'

Economic development in Forum Island
Countries and co-operation with donors has
never been so paramount in the minds of
Island Governments. For many, if no all,
economic development is now the bread and
butter of tomorrow's generation.s and those
after them.-

Alfred Sasalco (Forum Secretariat)

Prcifi.c Islands MonthIX, March 1992.

4.7 A question of priorities
Virtually all Pacific Island nations fall within the "relatively poor" or "very poor" categories using
the parameter of GNP/capita (Atlas6co, 1989: 14-15). Further, their populations are in most
cases predominantly rural and subsistence production constitutes a significant proportion of total
economic activity. In the circumstances it is inevitable that economic development is, without
exception, the primary preoccupation of national government-q, donor countries and international
agencies present in the region.

Tonga is no exception to this rule as the Pacific Islands Developing Countries' Report to UNCED
indicates (Asian Devlopment Bank, 1992:104). Environmental issues rank low on the national
agenda. In the final analysis they are important preoccupations for only a very small number of
educated Tongans, some expatriates and one small Government administrative unit - the
Environmental Planning Section of the Ministry of l,ands, Survey and Natural Resources
(MLSNR).

If the picture is beginning to change, it is purcly because of external initiatives, where the
environment is becoming an important issue on the global agenda,

For people and countries that are widely acknowletlged to be located in "paradise" the idea of
giving serious attention to environmental protection is, to say the least, perplexing.
Environmental problems are considered to exist "elsewhere", in the industrialised countries and
not on small Pacific islands.

Added to this is the fact that, compared with several other countries in the region, Tongans feel
their country to be a "low risk" one. Tsunamis and earthquakes are extremely rare and few of the
islands are true atolls.

These sentiments are voiced at all levels of Tongan -society. Not surprisingly then, the present
mission was received with some perplexity in both government oflices and in more informal
conversations with ordinary citizens. It was consirlcred to be a "new,project" whose pertinence
was far from evident and which required considerable explanation as a prelude to any discussion.

l. Th" ob".""ations mado and the issues raised in this section are derived from the interviews conducted during the cours€ of the
mission to Tonga. The sentiments and opinions expressed do not always conform with statements made in oftrcial publications, nor are
they necessarily empirically valid. However they eppear to determine nresent rrriorities in the country.
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4.2 The problem of understanding environmental issues

"Global change" is a concept which is extremely difficult to grasp and even harder to respond to.

It is judged to be yet another phenomenon which originates and is defined from outside Tonga.

Further, it is an entirely novel one, both in its configuration and in terms of the time scale

associated with it. In other words, the notion that mankind is in the process of modifying the
chemical composition of the atmosphere, which in turn is modifying the earth's heat balance,

thereby modifying climate patterns, surface temperatures and so leading to an increase in sea

level, defies comprehension for most human beings, Tongans included. In addition, given that
such changes are occurring over decades, if not centuries, the ability to "feel" them is far from

evident to say the least.

Compounded with this is the fact that, while scientists are able while to iclentify global trends,

there is absolutely no consensus about the regional expressions of these trends. In the
circumstances it is extremely diflicult - if not impossible - for Tongans to understand the
processes and to prepare for changes which are perceived as originating beyond the boundaries of
thei. corrtttry. No one knows specifically what one can expect to happen in Tonga, beyond the fact

that there will be "change". But, what kind, how much, when? The time scale is fundamentally
different from that which modern planners are used to working with, The phenomenon is

considered to be an entirely new one and past experience is of little help in addres-sing it. In the

circumstances, how can Tonga and Tongans be expectcd to address it and prepare for it?!

It was even suggested on several occasions that the benefits may be positive, notably with regard
to agriculture. Thus, Tonga's food crops are tropical and yet the climate is a sub-tropical one with
a cool season which carries significant risks for subsistence production. If the temperature were
to increase such risks might be reduced.... It was also suggested that sea level rise would
"improve navigation" in the country!

4.3 " We don't know what is going to happen"
There is a widespread sentiment of powerlessness in the face of likely climate change and -qea

level rise. This is reinforced by the very limited amount of information available in the country
and the extreme state of dependency it finds itself in. A certain amount of relevant data are
generated within Tonga but research is often done in an uncoordinated manner and the results
are invariably sent overseas for analysis.

The Meteorological Service is a good case in point. Rainfall and temperature records are kept
assiduously but all the analyses are done by the New Zealand Mcteorological Service in
Wellington. Weather forecasting is provided by the Fiji Metcorological Service in Nadi, tsunami
warnings come from Hawaii, etc.. In other words, rclevant data are gathered but in no way
controlled or interpreted. Hence there is no information generated in Tonga about climate trends
or feeling about tendencies with regard to environmental issues.

Not only does the country not have the service of a climatologist, it has no seismograph ... and the
Draughting Section of the Ministry of Lands, Survey and Natural Resources no longer has a
complete set of topographic maps available for Tonga (because the printing of maps has now been

transfened from the Directorate of Overseas Surveys in Great Britain to the private sector and
demand is insufficient to justify new print runs...).

In other words, information is in some respects, getting increasingly scarce in Tonga in terms of
both quantity and access. While the country is asked to make strategic decisions, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to assemble and interpret the data in order to carry out the exercise in a
responsible manner.
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The present concern with sea level rise has resulted, within the last few years, in some five
different overseas groups installing tide gauges in Tonga - including Russians, Germans,
Japanese, Australians and Americans. Yet there are no coordination between the researchers. the
data is analysed overseas and the Government of Tonga has limited access to the results. The
concepts of dependency and marginality "apllly to scientific endeavour and to the planning
process with respect to global change as much as to the realm of economic development.

4.4 A certain fatalism
The fact that the present mission was frequently met with such remarks as "Well, do you think
we will be sinking soon?!" and "God will help us" suggest that there are certain societal traits in
Tonga which are of crucial significance to the Global Change issue. This sentiment was borne out
by observations made by a number of people interviewed. Fatalism \ilas suggested to be a marked
Tongan character trait, and it is something which transcends a sentiment of powerlessness - of
being citizens of a "poor", "small", "remote", "dependent" nation or, indeed, of being members of a
well'structured, hierarchically organised society-. The country is steeped in a Methodist - Old
Testament ' tradition where God is to be feared and appeased. This leads to the sentiment of
being protected by God and also punished by him, clepending on whether one acts properly or
improperly. Environmental issues are perceived by many people as fitting into this larger portrait
of "God's will".

There are, of course, other religious traditions in the country which give much greater attention
to the New Testament and which, by extension, are juctged to bo much less fatalistic. But the
important point is that, as the Government must seek to more clirectly coordinate and influence
the direction of environmental research, so thc upper echelons of the Christian Churches need to
become more aware of and involved in environmental issues such that they are infused into
theological di.qcussion. This is only just beginning in Tonga and it is not yet marked by any firm
institutional commitment.

4.5 Tonga's environmental priorities
AJthough environmental awareness is relatively low in Tonga, this does not mean there is no
environmental agenda. Rather, the major issues identified to the mission in the course of its visit
are not related to Global Change. In this context, it was pointed out that the El Nifro effect
generates, on a short term basis, sea level changes comparable to those likely to characterise
long-term sea level rise, and their consequences are not disastrous in Tonga.

As to be expected, the environmental issues of concern to the country are those clirectly related to
population pressure and short term development strategies. These include:

o rhe over-exploitation of natural resources (forcst and marine),

O The increasing use of pesticides, and thcir influence on groundwater quality,

O Coastal erosion, largely as a result of the exploitation of beach materials for construction
purposes,

O The risk of oil seepages consequent on the eventual commercial exploitation of oil,

These are all tangible issues, the impact of which is already being felt or is likely to be
experienced in the immediate future. In comparison, climate change and sea level rise are merely
matters for speculation. In a context in which resources - human and financial . are in short
supply it is scarcely surprising that scant attenl,ion be given to the latter,
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4.6 Institutional arrangements and the environment
As one informed Tongan pointed out: "I have never been to a kava party where people talked
about global warming" and as another civil servant dealing with environmental issues

complailned: "The environment has no teeth" (refering to the weakness of the environmental lobby

in the country).

They are two dimensions of a single reality. Preoccupations are short-term, vested interests are in

developmental issues, and global change is an abstract concept operating on a very long time-

scale.

Tongan civil servants frequently attend international meetings dealing with global change issues,

but 
-they 

are basically ttrere because the international community is concerned that Tonga be

represented. In other words, their role tends to be a reactive rather than a proactive one. This

o.rly io.t*uses the diffrculty of translating the information so acquired into policy decisions to be

implemented by the Tongan administration.

The small Environmental Planning Section of the MLSNR is a very active (and technologically
sophisticated) unit, but its agenda is determined mostly the priorities of external funding bodies,

its efforts are directed largely to site-specific conservation issues, it does not have a coordinating
role within the country, and it has little influence on overall Government policy and planning.

Interestingly enough, it was initially conceived as a Parks and Reserves Offrce in the late 1970'a

and this vocation continues to mark its activities.

Over and above these two simple observations, it is important to stress that, one, environmental
issues are dealt with at a very low level in the Tongan administrative hierarchy and, two, Tonga

is (as was often stressed) "a country of personalities, not a country of bureaucrats", Both have

important consequences for decision-making. One, it tend-q to be highly individualistic and, two,it
tends to move from the top down.

For global warming and sea level rise issues to figure more highly on the national agenda certain,
sp".ifi", action treed" to be taken. Firstly, awareness of the issues neecls to be increased,

particularly in the higher echelons of the religious and social hierarchies. Secondly, efforts need

io U" made to strengihen the Environmental Planning Section, notably by withdrawing it from

the MISNR structure. Thirdly, an independent environmental pressure group needs to be

established in Tonga, perhaps along the lines of the South Pacific Action Committee for Human
Ecology and the Environment (SPACHEE) an NGO which can generate information and

a*aren*ss and intervene outside the structures of contemporary Tongan society and polity. There

are, of course, two important NGOs alreacly in Tonga which do deal, tangentially, with
environmental issues, the Tongan Red Cross and the Foundation for the Peoples of the South

Pacific, but they tend to focus on disaster preparedness and response rather than address long

term environmental issues.

Such observations involve "radical" changes which may well be slow in coming. Other changes,

based on existing administrative structures, would greatly facilitate the adoption of a more

creative approach to environmental, and particularly global change, issues. The most important
would involve reviving and reorganising the Disaster Committee. This committee was designed

as a purely reactive body - to respond to disasters - comprising representatives of the Police and

Defence Departments and appropriate ministries. It is under the direction of a military offrce

and, in the absence of disasters, is presently moribund. It could, appropriately, be revived and

assume a pro-active role, addressing potential environmental problems, act as a clearing house

for environmental issues and coordinate research and action. Tonga urgently needs such a body'

The Environmental Planning Section could then become its administrative arm.
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At the same time, the presently largely inactive Interdepartmental Environment Committee
might be absorbed by it - or become tributary to it - and the revised body report directly to
Cabinet in much the same way as the Development Coordinating Committee presently does.

The Interdepartmental Environment Committee was, of course, created for the purpose of
preparing the Enui,ronmentol ll[anagenrcnl PIan for the Kingdom of Tonga (1990) and,
significantly, the principal recommendation of that report was that the committee be established
on a perrnanent basis, enlarged and attributed the role of co-ordinating environmentally-oriented
government action.

Finally, in response to member-country requests, SPREP has been promoting the formation of
National Environment Management Strategy (NEMS) task forces. The purpose of such a task
force, in Tonga, as in the other countries, is to assemble a team of interdisciplinary experts to
address priority environmental areas and report directly on them to Cabinet.

At the time of writing, it is not clear whether the NEMS tasks force is operational, nor is it
evident to what extent its mandate is significantly different from that of the Interdepartmental
Environment Committee. E{Iiciency might be increased through integrating the latter into the
NEMS task force.

Novertheless, from a strategic point of view, the developments are important. Three committees
are now juxtaposed at a high level in the Tongan hierarchy - the Interdepartmental
Bnvironmental Committee, the Development Coordinating Committee and the NEMS task force -

which, together, address the whole span of environment/economic/developmental issues. Such a
structure has the potential to reflect the aspirations of the recent UNCED meeting in Rio and
ensure a healthy dialogue between environmental and developmental concerns with a view to
achieving fully sustainable economic development that would be in the long-term interests of the
Kingdom of Tonga.
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D. Likely Impacts of Future

Climate Change and Sea-Level Rise

The likely physical and human impacts of future climate change and sea-Ievel rise on the

Kingclom- oi Tottgu cannot be assessed independently from the likely impacts of other

contemporary environmental changes. In the discussion below some effort is made to integrate
impacts of future climate change and sea-level rise with those of the other environmental
problems noted in Chapter 3.

5.1. Inundation
While it is simplistic to think of inundation as the only important consequence of sea-level rise,

even a rise of 44 cm, such as the IPCC predict by 20?0, is not insignificant in the Pacifrc islands.

It is, however, clearly less significant in a country like Tonga, which is comprised mostly of high
i-qlancls and where uplift predominates, than it is in atoll nations like Tuvalu and Kiribati.

Within Tonga, the lowest islands occur in the l{a'apai group. Some rise no more than 5 m above

mean sea level and are composed of superficial materials (sand and coral fragments) accumulated
on a modern reef flat commonly around a core of emerged reof. The latter makes these islands
much less vulnerable to destruction by storm waves or rising sea level than most true atoll motu
(sand islands). The latter occur on many of the major barrier reef systems in Tonga but few are
inhabited except in the Tongatapu lagoon. Owing to their low population densities and superficial
compo-sition, direct inundation of these islands is likely to be less of a problem over the next few

decarle-s than the increased amount of coastal erosion a-ssociated with sea'level rise.

Direct inundation will be a significant problem in those low parts of the larger, higher islands in
Tonga. Principal among the-qe areas will be the densely-populatcd parls of northern Tongatapu
lrom Sopu through Nuku'alofa to Popua. Many of these areas are already swampy and may
remain flooded for longer periods following storm surges or prolonged heavy rain. Seawall and
similar shoreline protection structures are no barrier to inundation rosulting from sea-level rise
on limestone islands like Tongatapu and it seems certain that sea-lcvcl rise of the magnitude
predicted by the IPCC for the next few decades will cause wiclespread inundation of the island's
northern parts.

Some rudimentary calculations of the areas of land likely to be inundated in the Nuku'alofa
region if the sea-level rose by 1.5m 2' were made by Nunn (1988). The relevant map is shown in
Figure 4.

Area Nl is the city centre. Land loss through direct inundation by land use would be in the
following proportions: commercial (75.6%), Royal Palace and Tombs (17.1%), open space (5.4%)

and resi de ntial (2o/o).

Area N2 is the port area of Nuku'alofa and includes many hydrocarbon storage facilities and is
the site of much light industrial manufacturing. Land lo-ss would be in the following proportions:
residential (40.6%), agricultural (15.9%), industrial (1 1.3%), commercial and port (7 .7yr),

mangrove-s (1.1%), and others (23.4o/o). Wharf facilities will clearly need building up if they are to
remain viable.
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Area N3 is a representative area of suburbs bordering the Fanga 'Uta lagoon. The shoreline here
is not seawall-protectpd but fringed by mangroves and the debris of human occupation. Nearly
half the area would be directly inundated were sea level to rise 1.5 m. The effects of moating
would amplify the effects on ocean-facing coasts by about +0.15 m in the lagoon. By land use,
land loss would be roughly in the following categories; residential (96.20/o), mangroves (2.5o/o),
agricultural (0.5%), commercial (0.2%), and others (0.G%).

TOIOATAPU

Fangr Utr

Nuku'alofa, Tongatapu. The location of Nuku'alofa
which shows Tongatapu; Nuku'alofa is bounded by
represents the point l75ol0'W 21o05'S. The three
represent case studies: Nl - central Nuku'alofa,
representative suburb

is on the central diagram
the broken line, the cross
squares (N1, N2 and N3)

N2 - port area, N3

Figure 4.
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5.2 Groundwater resources
Most groundwater in Tonga exists beneath the surfaces of the limestonelpermeable islands as

freshwater lenses. The upper surface of the freshwater lens is the water table. Extraction from
wells drilled into the freshwater lens results in its depletion, as does natural outflow around its
periphery. Recharge in the form of rainfall is necessary to maintain freshwater lenses. Mean
annual recharge under present demand conditions necessary to maintain the Tongatapu lens has

bcen calculated as 528 mm or 30% of mean annual rainfall (Jnpublished data, Ministry of Lands,
Tonga).

lf sea level rises as predicted, the water tables of island freshwater lenses will also rise. On a
limestone island, the freshwater lens is widest at around mean sea level. Its domed surface (the

water table) rises above mean sea level and may cause (freshwater) flooding on low islands in
Tonga before sea level has reached the same height. Yet given the general character of Tongan
islands, this is likely to be a problem in only a few places - in Ha'apai, in northern Tongatapu,
and along the broad coastal (emerged ree$ fringe of Niuatoputapu, for example.

In such places, greater mixing between fresh and saline water may result from increased ticlal
ranges associated with reef overtopping ancl this will reduce the volume of the potable freshwater
resource. Yet, for the next two decades, fears expressed to us about pesticide pollution of
groundwater resources seem much more legitimate causes for concern and action. Most of
'l'onga's high islands have large groundwater resources which could supply even higher demands
than they do at present. .Assurn ing that recharge rentains arou.nd, present leuels and the incid,ence

and./or duratinn of droughts d,o not increase signifi.cantly, there seems ]ittle need for immediate
action. This assertion cannot be qualified since apltropriate data are not available. If, as seems

likely, precipitation throughout Tonga increases in the next few clccatles, the rates of recharge of
island freshwater lenses are also likely to rise.

5.3 Impacts on coral reefs
Coral reefs are integral parts of the marine-littoral ecosystem and shoreline dynamics system in
Tonga. Any change in their present function as the result of future climate change and sea-level
rise will have consequences for the human and physical fabric of the islands.

If sea-surface temperatures increase above a certain point, corals may eject their symbiotic algae
(zooxanthellae) resulting in 'bleaching' which may in turn rcsult in widespread death of corals. It
was long believed that bleaching was a simple response to temperature rise but it is now known
that it is a response to the increase of stress on the ecosystem; stress which may be the result of
high temperatures but also other factors relating to oceanographic variables such as salinity or to
human-linked factors such as overexploitation, sedimentation or waste disposal. In other words,
although widespread reef death may occur as the result of rising sea-surface temperatures in the
future, the healthier a particular reef ecosystem is, the less likely it is to succumb to bleaching. It
is clifficult to predict what might happen in Tonga since "more data are required [onl the
biological condition of the reefs" (National Report to UNCED, 1991: 30).

The ability of coral reefs to respond to sea-level rise by upward growth is another hotly- dcbated
issue. We take what seems to us the most tenable view that since reefs reached close to present
sea level, some 3000-4000 years ago in Tonga, they have been growing laterally rather than
vertically. This change is not only one of form but also of species composition: Pacific reefs are
dominated now by species involved in lateral reef extension rather than the species which
dominated during the main postglacial sea-level rise when reefs were growing vertically. We
regard it as unlikely that the species composition of Tongan reefs would change rapidly enough to
offset the effects of sea-level rise on Tonga's coasts over the next 50-100 years (Nunn, 1991a).
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Changes in species composition brought about by sea-level rise would also be hampered by
increasing stress associated with rising sea-surface temperatures, increasing human impact and
pollution. It seems probable that Tongan reefs will not respond to rising sea levels over the next
50'100 years so that their important function in protecting island shorelines will be significantly
reduced if sea level rises as predicted.

5.4 Impacts on island lagoons and shorelines
Overtopping of coral reefs has two principal implications for islands in Tonga. Firstly, it means
that larger waves than those which presently cross reefs wilt be able to do so, resulting in
increased scour and sediment movement in lagoons and along island shorelines. This will
increase the vulnerability of the latter to erosion. It will also cause more physical damage to the
reefs themselves.

Secondly, it means there will be an increased exchange of water and sediment between the ocean
and the lagoon-shoreline system. The effects of this are likely to vary eonsiderably. Where
present reefs form discontinuous barriers, as in Tongatapu and Vava'u, little change seems likely.
On islands which are sumounded by more continuous reefs, the effects could be substantial. Net
sediment loss from the island lagoon-shoreline system to the ocean, particularly during and after
storm surges (when a lot of material is in suspension), seems the most likely outcome.

Island shorelines will also be rendered more vulnerable to erosion following sea-level rise as the
result of the Bruun effect. This is the idea that many shorelines have developed an equilibrium
profile (morphology) relative to present mean sea level and tidal character, and that any change
in sea level (and/or tidal character) will cause adjustmcnt of this profile. Sea-level fall results in a
seaward shift of the profile, sea-level rise in a Iandward shift producing erosion. That 70% of the
world's sandy coastlines have been eroding recently (Bird, 1985) seems credible proof of the
Bruun effect given the recent sea-level rise in most ltart,s of the world.

The magnitude and rate of shoreline erosion as the rcsult of the above factors will depend largely
on the vulnerability of a particular coastline. Many coastlines in northern Tongatapu, including
the Fanga 'Uta lagoon, are fringed with mangroves: others have broad beaches developed along
their fronts. Both mangroves and beaches provide a high degree of natural protection against
rapid shoreline erosion. In the same way, well- designed artificial structures, such as the
Nuku'alofa seawall, can protect shorelines, against significant erosion (although not sea-level
rise). Badly-designed seawalls may, however, exacerbate the effects of shoreline erosion or simply
cause it to shift it elsewhere.

The most vulnerable part of Tonga to future erosion associated with sea-level rise appears to be
northern Tongatapu, specifically along the lagoon-facing shores of the Kolovai peninsula all the
way east to Sopu (where the seawall begins), ancl then from Nuku'alofa (where the seawall ends)
eastwards all the way across the entrance of the lagoon to the north-facing coastline around
Kolonga. Many of the Ha'apai island shorelines are likewise built largely of superficial materials
and are therefore also highly vulnerable to erosion as.sociatecl with sea-level rise.

Clearance of mangroves or removal of beach santl lrom shorelines will render these more
vulnerable to erosion. The extent of mangrove clearance around the shores of the Fanga 'Uta
lagoon on Tongatapu is alarming. We visil.cd several sites including that adjoining the
Ambassador Bar where mangroves have becn clearcd and reclamation has taken place. Such
sites are very vulnerable to erosion in their pnrsent conclition and, unless some artificial
protection is put in place, may not survive more than a few years. We also examined the H4
(Hihifo) reclamation works lagoonwards of Fo'ui vrllage in western Tongatapu where the
mangrove fringe, which lies between the reclamation and the lagoon, remains intact. local
residents fear that clearance of the scrubland between the mangroves and the village will
exacerbate storm-wave damage in this area. The proposed extension of the H4 reclamation
scheme into the lagoon should take likely changing conditions into account.
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Sand mining from Tonga's beaches is a serious problem and one which needs to be effectively

tackled if cJashl erosion resulting from sea-level rise is not to be severe (National Report to

UNCED).
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6. Conclusion and Reconunendations

We encountered considerable misunderstancling conccrning the nature and likely impacts of
future climate change in Tonga. This needs to be ramedied if the government and people of
Tonga are to successfully negotiate the undesirable effccts of future climate change which are
predicted for the islands of Tonga.

We recommend that

l. the Environmental Planning Section of the Ministry of Lands, Survey and Natural
Resources be made an autonomous body, answerable directly to the Privy Council. The
Environment Unit, would also need to coordinate information about future climate changc
sufficiently effectively to remove the misundcrstanding that exists.

We feel that the Environmcntal Planning Section presently concentrates too much of its
energy on engendering gcneral environmenLll awareness and on strategies for the
conservation of natural resources in -specific localities. While we recognise the importance of
these functions, we feel that it is duplicatcd by a number of non-governmental organisations,
and that the more-important (in our view) role of the Environment Planning Section shoultl
be as a clearing-house for information about future climate change and its likely impacts. We
recognise that this role cannot be adequately fulfilled given present stafling levels.

a professional funded via SPRBP be attached to the Environmental Planning Section, The
principal task of the appointee would be to assemble, evaluate and disseminate information
relating to future climate change in Tonga. The assembly of information relates to reading of
relevant documents and collection of available data. Evaluation relates to the culling of
relevant information and basic analysis of key sets of data. The most important part is
dissemination in Tongan and English of clear, non-alarmist inlormation about the likely
impacts of future climate change in Tonga.

We recognise that some of this work is in progress and we recognise the good intention
behind its dissemination but we saw little evidence of its effectiveness. We attribute this to
the few staffwhich the Environmental Planning Section prescntly has at its disposal.

two additional staff, educated tn at leosl Univer.sity-entrance level, be employed by the
Environment Planning Section. These people will have the responsibility of assisting the
scnior staff of the Environmental Planning Section and in seeing that information is widely
disseminated and correctly interpreted. We envisage these staff as travelling throughout
Tonga with mobile display boards and giving presentations in appropriate places. We
envisage these staff as conducting 2-3 day (or longer) workshops in Nuku'alofa specifically on
the nature and likely impacts of predicted future climate change.

There are other activities and projects which we feel are highly desirable. We feel that these
are best carried out by members of an autonomous Environment Unit or by another body
which can report directly to the Privy Council.

population distribution and land use in the main islands of Tonga is accurately mapped,
notably with respect to altitude. This will ellow the precise delineation of the most
vulnerable areas and accurate knowledge of the numbers of people and economic activities at
risk from rising sea level and increasing coastline vulnerability.

Such data are important for future planning irrespective of the precise nature and pace of
future climate and sea-level change. Further, data need to be evaluated and acted upon.

2.

3.

4.
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7.

5. the National Environment Management Strategy (NEMS) task force should meet regularly to
assess and evaluate the results of the collection of such data. The Disaster Committee might
also become involved in this process, thus taking on a pro-active rather than simply a re'
active role.

We feel that it is important that the NEMS task force be vested with sufficient authority to
be able to make strong recommendations directly to the Privy Council.

6. the Interdepartmental Environment Committee be absorbed by NEMS task force to reduce

the duplication of effort and to increase efficiency, .

In addition to the above general recommendations we have several more specific
recommendations.

information about appropriate seawall design is collected and disseminated. We saw
numerous examples of failed shoreline protection structures obviously constructed without
guidance from appropriate professionals. The need for artificial shoreline construction is
already pressing in parts of Tonga and will become more so in the future.

mangrove (and associated shoreline vegetation) clearance is curbed by legislation and that
mangrove replanting schemes are undertaken in appropriate areas.

current legislation concerning coastal sand mining is enforced and that severely-depleted
beaches are replaced, where possible, by sand and/or gravel from offshore sources.

assessment be made of the adequacy and resilience of current water supplies in the smaller,
lower and remotest islands of Tonga, particularly in view of likely future changes in
population and climate.

involvement in existing and new regional studies to enhance salt tolerance and increase
yields of both traditional and exotic crops and in general make them more tolerant to
probable future environmental conditions, particularly in low-lying areas.

a national strategy be developed with regard to future climate and sea-level change over and
above existing strategies. Specifrcally we suggest that this strategy looks at methods of
reducing migration into vulnerable areas, reducing the existing population concentration in
these areas, and establishing new population growth poles in areas (such as exist on both
Tongatapu and Vava'u) which are not significantly at risk from future sea-level rise and
coastal erosion. A clear implication of this is reducing the metropolitan dominance of
Nuku'alofa.

Projected costings to f 995 are given in Annex 3.

There are many functions, such as national involvement in regional and global organisations and
meetings, which we feel are being adequately performed by Tonga and Tongan government
personnel at present. Such functions do not therefore form part of our recommendations.

8.

9.

10.

11.

t2.
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Annexes

Annex l: Persons spoken to during Tonga visit.

(AJl persons were seen on Tongatapu unless stated otherwise.)

Ministry of Lands, Survey and Natural Resources
Irlr'l'evita Puniani, Deputl' Secretary
trlr. 'l'aniela Tukia, Ph1'sical Planner
Irlr Francis Latu, Government Surveyor
llr Lintlsay Furncss, Hydrologist,
Irlr. Saimone llelu, Geologist
Irlr. Samisone Pone, Chief Draughtsman
Irlr. Paula Tau'ofa, Environment Unit
Nlr Stt'phen Bobko. Environmcnt Unit

Meteorological Office
I\1r. Paea Havea, I{eteorological Oflicer

Department of Statistics
I\lr. Sione lMosa'ti, Government Statistician

Department of Agrieultu re
trlr. Ilaniteli Fa'nunu, Director

Department of Fisheries
lilr. Tualau I\'fangisi. Director

Ministry of Defence
Irlr. Itod Davies, Hydrographic Division

Public Works Department
lrlr. Les Mathews, Architect

Ministry of Education
It{s. 'laise Tongilava, Ministrv of Education
I\'Is. Kasa Kilioni, Examinations
I\{r. Felise Tonga Finau, Apifo'u College
t\Irs. Telesia Tonga, Form 7 College
Brother Christopher, St Joseph's College, Ha'apai
Staff and Students of Apifo'ou College
Staff and Students of Tonga College
Stalf and Students of Form 7 College
StaII and Students of Tonga High School
Sta-ff and Students of St Joseph's College, Ha'apai

Others
I\'lr. Futa Helu, 'Atenisi University
I\lr. Laitia Fifita, Tonga National Council of Churches
It{r. Akilisi Pohiva, Parliamentarian
l\'lr. Viliame Pukofuha, Parliamentarian
Mrs. \'ri.ir Lutui, USP Centre
NIr. l\.i;r'r,t l:'iefia. USP Centre
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Annex 2: Terms of reference for the mission to Tonga

l. Under the general supervision and guidance of t.he Chairman of the Association of South
Pacific Environmental Institutions (ASPBI) a two/three person mission will visit the host
country for approximately 7 days. Thc main purpose of the mission is to prepare, in close
consultation with national counterparts identified by the host Government, a proposal for a
programme of assistance to undertake an in-depth study of the potential impact of expected
climatic changes (primarily sea level and temperature rise) on the natural environment and
the socio'economic structure and activities of the host country, including the identification of
response options which may be suitable and available to avoid or mitigate the expected
negative impact of Climate Changes.

2. Specifically, while in the host country the mission, consisting of two/three senior experts from
the ASPEIruNEP/SPREP Task Team on climatic change, will:

(a) examine and evaluate the available information affecting the physical and biological
environment (terrestrial and marine) of the i-slands comprising the country;

(b) examine and camy out a preliminary assessment of the available demographic, social
(including archaeological and cultural) and economic data;

(c) present, via a public lecture or radio broadcast as appropriate, an overview of the current
state of knowledge concerning the graenhouse effect and its possible consequences for
Pacific Island nations;

(d) present to the national authorities, organisations, institutions and experts the results of
UNEP-sponsored studies, specifically those conducted in the South Pacific (eg. Kiribati)
and South Asian Seas areas outlining the potential applicability of these studies to the
host country;

(e) discuss with the national authorities, organisations, institutions and experts their
perceptions of the consequences of the potential impacts of climatic change and seek their
views on the suitable options; and

(D identify national authorities, organisations, institutions and experts which may
participate in the in-depth study expected to follow the mission, and determine the
modalities of co-operation between the legal and administrative structures of the country
with the team which will assist in the implementation of the in-depth study.

3. On the basis of the activities referred to in paragraph 2 above, as well as information
collected, the experts will prepare a joint report containing:

(a) a general overview of the climatological, oceanographic, geological, biological and socio-
economic factors which may be relevant to or affected by the potential impacts of
expected climatic chan ges;

(b) a preliminary identification of the most vulnerable components and sites of the natural
environment, as well as the socio-economic structures and activities which may be most
critically affected by expected climatic changes;

(c) an overview of current environmental management problems in the country and an
assessment of how such problems may be exacerbated by climatic changes;
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4.

D.

6.

(d) a detailed proposal for a joint programme of assistance to the host country for the in'
depth evaluation of potential impacts of the expected climatic changes on the natural
envrronment and the socio-economic structures and activities of the country including the

identification of policy or management options suitable to avoid or mitigate the impact of

climatic changes; thl proposal should iclentify the workplan, timetable and financial

requirements 
- of the in-depth evaluation as well as the possible institutional

arrangements for carrying out the evaluation.

prior to leaving the host country, the mission will present to and discuss with the authorities
identified bV th" Government oi the country, the outline of the proposed programme, as well

as the majlr findings of the mission. The comments and suggestions of the authorities
identified by the Government of the host country will be duly taken into account in preparing

the linal report of the mission.

The final report of the mission, prepared as the experts' joint report and as specified in
paragraph 3 above, will be simultaneously submitted to the Chairman of ASPEI, the Director

of OCApAC and the SPRBP Director for clearance. Submission of the report will be made no

later than 30 days following the completion of the visit.

The final report of the mission will be transmitted by SPREP to the Government of the host

country together with the comments of SPREP, UNEP and ASPEI and will be used as the

basis io" s,rbsequent assistance to the Government of tho country in formulating and

implementing suitable response options to the expected impacts of climatic change.
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Annex 3. Projected costings for key recommendations, 1993-1995.

$AUS
Professional for Environmental Planni n g Section

o Salary, support costs, etc. .......... 60,000

2 additional stafffor Environmental Planning Section
o Salaries, support costs, etc..........,. 60,000
r Vehicle for Environment Unit......... ....... 30,000

In-country educational programmes............. ....... 30,000

Population mapping project...... 20,000

Upgrading of in-country meteorological data analysis
o Computer hardware 10,000
r Additional staff(salary, etc.).......... 30,000

Study of appropriate artificial shoreline structures .............. 15,000

Water supply assessment in selected areas 35,000

Crop study (share of regional costs) .... 15,000

Evaluation of potential new growth poles
r Consultants'fees and report .. 50,000
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